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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
WILMER (WIL) COOPER
As one very much involved in the beginnings of Quaker Religious
Thought in 1957, let me thank and congratulate Arthur Roberts for
his editorial leadership the last few years. We have been fortunate to
have had a series of excellent editors, such as Dean Freiday, who probably served the longest. It was appropriate that after years of editing
and publishing among Friends in the East QRT moved to the
Northwest. Again we are fortunate to have Paul Anderson ably
assuming the editorship.
Having expressed my gratitude to these Friends, let me express
my disappointment with the editorial Book Notes in the last issue
[QRT #94] regarding the publication of Among Friends: A
Consultation with Friends about the Condition of Quakers in the U.S.
Today. Fortunately, I am less exercised about it now than several
months ago when I first read it, but re-reading it now I believe it is
an unfair review. Let me quickly say I had nothing to do with the
planning and execution of the Consultation. I did have the opportunity to read a draft of the report before going to press and had some
difficulty with the organization of the material. And I would grant
that there is no excuse for misspellings and inaccuracies, though I am
not aware of as many as the review implies. The criticism for no identification for those quoted in the report does not seem valid. You cannot expect people to give their honest opinions if they know what
they say will become public information. I believe the report accurately reflects Quakers in America today—much of which I like, and
some of which I deeply regret and needs to be rectified.
When the report first came back to ESR I had a chance on two
occasions to meet with Patty Crane who administered the survey. I
was greatly impressed with her skill, honesty and professionalism, as
well as that of her staff. Since no one at Earlham had any advance
information about the findings, I was impressed with the questions
raised about the report by faculty and board members. Patty Crane
did a magnificent job of dialoging about the questions, and in some
cases skepticism, before the document went to press. Since the publications I have participated in discussion groups at the local meeting
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level and have been gratified by the responses of the skeptics as well
as those who feel they have learned a great deal about Quakers in
America—both the good and the not so good. But your review of the
book does not give your readers much encouragement to read the
book and use it in discussion groups by people who really care about
the Religious Society of Friends.

LARRY INGLE
I was quite surprised at the research methods used by Sally Bruyneel
in her article, “Margaret Fell: Historical Context and the Shape of
Early Quaker Thought,” in Quaker Religious Thought, no. 95
(August 2000), 25-39. Even more astounding was the fact that the
editors of the journal would accept a work so strikingly deficient in its
author’s exclusion of significant material from her survey.
Let me mention three separate items: 1) Despite the favorable
attention I gave Fell in my biography of her second husband, George
Fox (First Among Friends: George Fox and the Creation of Quakerism,
New York: Oxford University Press, 1994), Bruyneel does not indicate that she is even aware of its assessment. Even if she falsely
assumed that I had “privileged the male experience,” she at least had
the obligation to mention what she conceived as my shortcomings.
2) She never referred to Nicholas Morgan’s much ignored study,
Lancashire Quakers and the Establishment, 1660-1730 (Krumlin,
Halifax: Ryburn Publishing, 1993), and its analysis of Fell’s support
for the London centralizers in the face of provincial efforts to maintain strict discipline; this surely should relate to Fell’s “social location,” the announced thrust of Bruyneel’s effort. Though published
by an obscure British publishing house, Morgan’s book was still likely at the site of Bruyneel’s doctoral studies in the University of
Durham in England; if not, the dissertation of a decade earlier on
which it was based should certainly have been.
3) Finally, despite her reliance on and applause for Bonnelyn
Kunze’s work, Margaret Fell and the Rise of Quakerism (Stanford,
CA: Stanford University Press, 1994), Bruyneel chose simply to
bypass Kunze’s discovery of the dispute of which Fell was a prime
player with Lancashire Quaker, Thomas Rawlinson. Omitting men-
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tion of the Fell-Rawlinson affair might be excused, if its omission had
not underscored Bruyneel’s casual acceptance of Kunze’s elevation of
one of Fell’s published letters as the first published statement of the
peace testimony: to quote Bruyneel: “The importance of this document should not be underestimated” (p. 25). Safe to say, our author
does not underestimate it. First published it surely was, but its force
was compromised by burying it in the penultimate paragraph of a
long letter devoted to other matters. Nor was it as forthright as Agnes
Wilkinson’s 1653 epistle: “all who handle a sword or take up carnal
weapons…strip yourselves naked of all your carnal weapons and take
unto you the sword of the Spirit, for the Lord is coming to judge
men.” (She might have skewed me for averring in the text that Fell
mailed the document [p. 191] and, then, in the notes that she delivered it in person [p. 333, n. 16], but not having examined the book,
she was not even aware of this contradiction.) She also, following
Kunze, assigned Fell a “pivotal” role in establishing separate women’s
meetings, a position that as I have written (p. 349, n. 17) is “weak
and almost entirely circumstantial.” Bruyneel does misread the evidence—in the interest, perhaps, of “privileging the female position”?
Obviously, Bruyneel is free to conclude anything she can support
with evidence. In these instances and in her omissions, she has proven
little and justified criticism of herself and the editors of Quaker
Religious Thought.

A REPLY

TO

MR. INGLE
FROM SALLY BRUYNEEL

I wish to thank Mr. Ingle for the attention he has paid to my recent
publication in QRT. As for his letter to the editor of this journal, my
response is as follows. To begin, the intention of this article was not
to provide a “survey” of scholarly literature on Margaret Fell, and
nowhere do I claim to do so. The purpose of the piece was to demonstrate that consideration of social context gives a more informed reading of early Quaker material. I believe I did this, and wonder that Mr.
Ingle has taken such pains to chastise me, particularly when his primary complaint seems to be that I did not write the article he would
have preferred to read.
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As for his insistence that I as an author somehow have a specific
obligation to critically interact with his work in this article, that is simply nonsense. While I have no quarrel with Mr. Ingle or his work, I
believe that the Bonnelyn Young Kunze’s work is a better book and
a better choice for the limited attention I could give any publication
within the constraints of a short journal article. As for Nicholas
Morgan, the work mentioned does appear in my dissertation, but is
beyond the bounds of an article of this nature. Finally, and most
importantly for me, I have arrived at my scholarly opinion on the
importance of Fell and her published peace testimony through my
own research. More complete documentation of my conclusions will
appear in the published version of my Ph.D. thesis.
Mr. Ingle’s smug assertions as to the origin of my ideas, or what
I have or have not read, reflect nothing more than his own bias and
his misunderstanding of the focus and intention of this article. I stand
by what I have written, and would suggest that perhaps Mr. Ingle
should re-read it in light of my response.

A RESPONSE

FROM THE

EDITOR
PAUL ANDERSON

Since Larry Ingle impugns the judgment of the editors for including
Sally Bruyneel’s essay in the last issue of Quaker Religious Thought, an
editorial response seems appropriate. Indeed, it is disconcerting when
one’s work does not appear to be consulted in works dealing with
similar topics, and I sympathize entirely with Mr. Ingle’s sense of
being left out of Ms. Bruyneel’s work. This, however, is not the case,
and Ms. Bruyneel’s considered judgment has been exercised in the
works she engages, as well as the works she chooses not to engage
explicitly. Her right to exercise critical judgment on this matter is
respected by the editors. It also may be helpful to note that in our discussion of her paper at the Boston (November 1999) Quaker
Theological Discussion Group meetings, none of the criticisms raised
by Mr. Ingle were raised by anyone else present; rather, the discussion
of her paper was quite positive.
A point of clarification may be in order here, regarding the scope
of essays published in QRT. While we want our writers to engage
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important works meaningfully, it is not expected that the text or the
notes will be bibliographically extensive or exhaustive. This being the
case, omission of a work or author should not be construed as
neglect. We also want our authors to engage a subject, rather than
engaging secondary treatments of a subject primarily, and Ms.
Bruyneel has done so effectively. Nonetheless, we thank Mr. Ingle for
reminding us of his and other important works, and for pointing the
way forward for those wishing to delve into investigating the contribution of Margaret Fell further.

